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1) The following is a summary of the publishing irregularities of Amanda Gorman 
as compiled by Dr John WorldPeace JD 
 
2) I practiced law for 20 years and I have been on the internet from the beginning in the 1980s and 
building websites since 1998. I understand the processes of lawsuits and I understand the processes 
of the internet and social media. The internet is way more effective and light years faster in pursuing 
wrongful actions by others. 
 
3) Premise: Amanda Gorman has submitted a book, probably "Call US What We Carry" for the 2022 
Pulitzer Poetry Prize. The actions of Ms. Gorman and her agents Viking publishing and others have 
been untruthful with regards to her submission, Further I believe someone at Pulitzer leaked a 
message to Viking that Gorman was going to win the 2022 Pulitzer Poetry Prize in early to mid 
January 2022. 
 
4) On January 25, Bustle.com wrote an article that referenced several things. 
Article attached. 
 
a) In 2014 she was designated Los Angeles Youth Poet  Laureate 
 

b) 2015  she self published with Amazon The One for Whom Food Is Not Enough  
 
c) in 2017 Ms Gorman was designated the National Youth Poet Laurette 
 
d) In January 2021, she read her poem "The Hill we Climb" at Presidents inauguration. Shortly there 
after the inauguration poem was made into a book. 
 
e) Sometime around July Ms. Gorman published with Viking a book titled "The Hill we Climb and 
other Poems. This book had 240 pages per an ebay seller. 
 
f)The book was being sold online with Amazon and elsewhere on the internet. Sometime around July 
2021 Ms Gorman took this book off line. 
 
g) There was an ad on ebay to which I responded to buy A Hill we climb which had 240 pages. I was 
send as happened once before We are what we Carry which I now have three copies with 228 
pages  See attached exhibits 
 
10) The Library of Congress ISBN records shows that "The Hill we climb and other poems" was 
replaced by Call Us What we Carry :poems and that ISBN  

• 9780593465073 was now invalid. This number is assumed to be "The Hill we Climb and  
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